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Odd thomas 2 cast

1 win. See also the award » Learn more Edit Small-town fry cook Odd Thomas (Anton Yelchin) is a normal guy with a mystical secret: he sees the dead, everywhere. When a terrifying stranger appears to an entourage of spooky bodachs - predators who eat pain and mass destruction - Odd knows that his town is in serious trouble. Teaming up with lover Stormy (Addison Timlin) and the local sheriff (Willem
Dafoe), Odd plunges into an epic battle between good and evil to try to prevent apocalyptic rate disasters. Based on Dean Koontz's bestselling thriller. Written by PR Plot Summary | Plot Summary Slogan: When evil comes to town, he is the only one who can stop it. Comedy | Game | The | Mystery | Romantic | Horror film certificate: 16 | See all the certificates » Parental Guide: See content advice »
Editorial In the novel, Thomas meets a boy who shares his gift and actually names the dark creatures, bodachs. Shortly after saying his name, the boy was killed by a runaway car that pinned him to the wall. This is how the lead actor, Anton Yelchin, died in real life. See also » In the hospital after the chief was shot. When the chief wife pulls out Odd's leash, it is visible for a light second like a pair of dog
tags and then as a heart when she gives it to Odd. However, the chain actually has two dog tags and an iron heart pendant. When the wife gathers the pendant to show Odd, the dog tags are hanging off / under the camera See also » [first line] Odd Thomas: My name is Odd Thomas, although in this era when fame is the change that most people worship, I'm not sure why you should care. See also » Slow
Wave Written by Pet Lions Made by Pet Lions Courtesy of Pet Lions By arranging with Ghost Town, Inc. See also » User reviews Page 2 Odd Thomas Rewatched Jun 19, 2016 I'm sorry. I'm sorry your life is so short. Odd ThomasTheatrical film posterDirected byStephen SommersProduced byJohn BaldecchiHoward KaplanStephen SommersWritten byStephen SommersBased onOdd Thomasby Dean
KoontzStarringAnton YelchinWillem DafoeAddison TimlinNico TortorellaMusic byJohn SwihartCinematographyMitchell AmundsenEdited byDavid ChecelProductioncompanies Fusion FilmsThe Sommers CompanyDistributed byFusion FilmsFuture FilmsRelease 6 April 2015 013 (2013-04-06) (River Bend Film Festival)[1] February 28, 2013, 2014 (2014-02-28) time Running93 minutesCountry Odd Thomas is
a 2013 American supernatural mystery thriller based on the 2003 novel of the same name by Dean Koontz. It was directed, written and co-produced by Stephen Sommers and stars Anton Yelchin as Odd Thomas, with Willem Dafoe as Wyatt Porter, and Addison Timlin as Llewellyn. [3] The plot summary of this article may be too long or too detailed. Please help improve it by removing unnecessary details
and making it more concise. (March 2019) (Learn how and when to remove this sample message) Thomas (Yelchin) is a picnic who lives in a small California town. He described his ability as, I see the dead, but then, by God, I do something about it. One day, Odd had a vision of anonymous people wearing bowling shirts who cried with him to save them. An anonymous gunman shot everyone, including
Odd. Recovering from the disturbing dream, he goes to his job as a short-order chef. He serves lunch to a strange man named Robert Robertson, whose hair resembles a kind of mold, which is why Odd gave him the nickname Fungus Bob. Bob mushrooms are surrounded by dozens of bodachs, invisible creatures that feed on evil and carnage that only Odd can see. Odd's colleague, Viola Peabody
(Mbatha-Raw), recounts a strange dream in which she finds herself shot dead with another man. The man's clothes are identical to those of the faceless in Odd's vision. Odd uses his spiritual fromity to pursue Fungus Bob; the trail leads to the shopping center where Odd's girlfriend Stormy (Timlin) is a manager at an ice cream shop. Strangely followed Bob mushroom to his house, breaking in once he left.
Odd found a file containing newspapers of serial killers, sorted by name. There is also an empty calendar page for the next day; Odd realizes that Robertson was planning something bad that day. Odd reported this to Sheriff Porter at his home, and met with Officer Eckles and Lysette, who once dated Harlo after being set up by Sheriff Porter and his wife. Porter assigned two deputies to follow Fungus Bob.
Odd meets Stormy for dinner in the bell of a church. He sees Fungus Bob approaching and they flee to the sacristy, which Robertson destroys as they escape. Stormy called Sheriff Porter, who found the church vandalized but there was no evidence linking it to Robertson. Odd's spiritual fromness led him and Stormy to a bowling alley, where the bowling shirts from his vision had just become the new
uniform. Sheriff Porter sends Officer Simon Varner (Tortorella) to see the place on Odd's advice. Varner asked Odd about Robertson and was skeptical when he learned that Odd had met him just a few hours ago, and pressed for more information. Viola remembers more details about her dreams; she told Odd that she and the man in the bowling alley were not the only victims of the shooting, and a large
group of people were killed. Strangely sees bodachs hovering over Vi's daughters, and he advises her to leave town with his daughters immediately. While driving home, Stormy overcomes fears for Odd's safety and he tries to comfort her. They heard a woman screaming: Strangely found Sheriff Porter's wife with Lysette, who was bitten to death like those at Robertson's house. Another man is believed to
have tried to rescue him by firing these, but it's too late. Odd finds Fungus Bob shot dead in his bathtub, with evidence framing Odd for the murder. Bizarrely conjecture that if he went to the police, Porter would be forced to arrest him based on evidence, preventing him from stopping the next day He discovers that Bob has been dead for quite some time and defers that the encounter at the church is in the
restless spirit of the dead man. Wrapped in sheets, Odd dumped the corpse in the courtroom of an abandoned prison. Chief Porter was shot during a home invasion. Odd rushed to the hospital and learned that Porter was alive thanks to a metal jewelry that Odd had given him, but was in serious condition. Back at Bob's house, Odd finds a receipt for a moving truck and improvised explosives, and browser
bookmarks for Satanic websites. He searches refrigerators and freezers and discovers various human body parts. Robertson's home vandal destroyed the house when Odd escaped, though he lost his mobile phone in the process. Odd investigates Bob's fatal gunshot wound, and finds a tattoo that suits Varner. He realized that POD stands for Prince of Darkness. Odd realizes that Robertson has been
removed by his co-conspirators because Odd has begun looking into him. Odd's spiritual resymity leads him back to the mall, where Officer Eckles killed the mall security guard; Odd disabled him with a baseball bat. He took Eckles' pistol and searched for Varner. Hearing screams from the end of the mall where Stormy worked, he rushed to the site and spotted another gunman firing an automatic weapon.
Strangely shoots at the gunman with Eckles' weapon, killing him as he tries to reload. Odd removes the gunman's mask and realizes he is the man who tried to rescue Lysette. Lysette's lingering spirit appears, directing him to the loading pier. There, he discovers Bob's moving truck filled with explosives on the timer - apparently as part of a plan to kill shoppers in the mall and to first responder. Odd
manages to start the truck and drives it out of the mall, when Varner returns and shoots Odd. Varner clings to the outside of the car, trying to finish Off Odd. Strangely jumps from the truck as Varner enters the cabin, and the truck crashes into an artificial canal and explodes, burning Varner but killing no one else. Strangely woke up in the hospital for Stormy to take care of him. Viola greets him and tells him
that Porter has been released from intensive care, and odd is a local hero. Afterwards, Odd retreats to Stormy's apartment to enjoy uninterrupted time with her. Porter, his wife and Viola come and reveal what he already knows: Stormy was killed in the mall shooting and he spent time with her lingering spirit. Porter, aware that Stormy is in this world just for Odd, advises him to let her go. Odd bids her a
tearful goodbye, promising her that one day they will be reunited. Later, Odd goes to Las Vegas to continue his crusade to help the living and Prolonged death, believes, believes he still doesn't deserve an afterlife with Stormy. Actor Anton Yelchin as Odd Thomas, the clairvoyant chef with the supernatural power to see the dead. He must destroy the threat to Pico Mundo. Jack Justice plays the young Odd
Thomas. Addison Timlin as Stormy Llewellyn, Odd's lover. She knows about Odd's power and tries to help him in any way she can. Robin Lanning plays the young Stormy. Gugu Mbatha-Raw as Viola, a waiter at the restaurant. Shuler Hensley as Fungus Bob, a mysterious suspect with hairdressing mold. Leonor Varela as Odd's mother; only seen in reimagining, who also have the gift of clairvoyance and
commitment to a psychiatric hospital by Odd's father. Willem Dafoe as Wyatt Porter, the town's police chief, who also knows about Odd's power and helps Odd in many ways. Melissa Ordway as Lysette, a blonde teenager. Nico Tortorella as Simon Varner, a suspicious police officer who dislikes Odd. Kyle McKeever as Bern Eckles, another police officer who works for Wyatt. Laurel Harris as Karla Porter,
Wyatt's wife. With the appearance of Patton Oswalt as Ozzie, Matthew Page as Harlo Landerson, Morse Bicknel as Kevin Goss, Ashley Sommers as Penny Kalisto and Arnold Vosloo as Tom Jedd. Producer Anton Yelchin was attached to the star in the film early on. [4] Summers said that Yelchin was his only option to play Odd Thomas. [5] Initial cast announcements included 50 Cent as Shamus
Cocobolo[6] as well as Lily Collins[7] and Tim Robbins[7] who eventually none of them appeared in the film. Production began in May 2011 in Santa Fe, New Mexico and Albuquerque. [8] Dean Koontz himself enjoyed the film saying It's great that I'm beaten by happiness. [5] The film ended in 2011 but was delayed. [9] In July 2013, it was reported that the film's release had been delayed because of legal
action by Two Out of Ten Productions against Outsource Media Group and others for breach of contract. The lawsuit alleges that $25 million should be spent on prints and advertisements to support the release of Odd Thomas in the U.S. and another $10 million to re-fund part of certain loans. [10] Reception Critical Odd Thomas' response received mixed reviews from film critics. Review a summary site
Rotten Tomatoes gave it a rating of 34% based on reviews from 41 critics, with an average score of 5.2/10. The site's key consensus states: Anton Yelchin is the right person for the title role, but Odd Thomas is in a messy tone. [11] Metacritic gave it a score of 45 out of 100, based on reviews from 11 critics, showing mixed or average reviews. [12] Brian Tallerico of RogerEbert.com gave it a star-and-a-half
calling it a film that was undergoing movements with too few characters, styles, or atmospheres to keep it attractive. [13] Dennis Harvey of Variety said the film was neither witty nor creepy enough to pull off Koontz's balance in terms of cinema. So it ended up as just a CGI-laden trip at the same time overloaded and undernourished. [14] John DeFore for The Hollywood Reporter seeing the script felt rushed
and while the very interesting cast Odd Thomas did not leave us much desire to go back there. [15] Drew Taylor for IndieWire IndieWire the film was B and called it the best Koontz adapt, with a fairly significant margin. [9] The film was a box office bomb. It premiered in the Philippines on July 17, 2013. It debuted #6 earning $52,623 from 35 screens. The film ended two weeks with $118,835. The film
premiered in Finland, where it collected $6,309 from 31 screens to finish in 14th place. [16] In February 2014, it had a limited domestic cinema released in the United States. The film totaled $1,321,097 at the international box office. [2] Family media The film was released on DVD in the UK in February 2014. A German dubbed version was released in December 2013. It was released on DVD and Blu-ray in
the United States on March 25, 2014. It has totaled $3.2 million in DVD and Blu-ray sales in the United States, as of January 2021[update]. [2] As of October 2015[update], Odd Thomas is available for viewing on Netflix's streaming service in several regions. Odd Thomas, as of 2020[update], is available on Hulu and Prime Video streaming services. Armitage, Hugh (February 5, 2014). ^ Odd Thomas: Anton
Yelchin, Addison Timlin in new trailer - watch. Digital espionage. Retrieved February 19, 2014. ^ a b b b 2 Odd Thomas (2014) - Financial information. The numbers. Retrieved January 31, 2021. Fleming, Mike (May 20, 2011). ^ Stephen Sommers starts Odd Thomas. Deadline. Archived from the original on August 7, 2011. Williams, Owen (February 8, 2011). Anton Yelchin is Odd (Thomas). Empire.
Retrieved October 30, 2017. Koontz, Dean (May 8, 2012). ^ Dean Speaks About the Odd Thomas Movie. Dean Koontz. Retrieved October 30, 2017. Sneider, Jeff (May 18, 2011). ^ 50 Cent joins 'Odd Thomas' cast. Series. Retrieved October 30, 2017. Brock, Ben (January 9, 2013). ^ New Pics From 'Odd Thomas' Starring Anton Yelchin, Film's Release Delayed Over Monetary Dispute. IndieWire. Retrieved
October 30, 2017. Ramos, Octavio (March 31, 2011). Odd Thomas Movie Production to Begin in May in Santa Fe and Albuquerque. Axis. Retrieved October 30, 2017. Taylor, Drew (February 28, 2014). ^ Review: 'Odd Thomas' starring Anton Yelchin, Willem Dafoe and Addison Timlin. IndieWire. Retrieved October 30, 2017. Bond, Paul (January 28, 2013). The producers of 'Odd Thomas' sued over $35
million in marketing and distribution costs, loans. Hollywood reporter. Retrieved October 30, 2017. Odd Thomas (2014). Rotten tomatoes. Flixster. Retrieved May 8, 2016. ^ Thomas odd. Metacritic. CBS Interactive. Retrieved March 1, 2014. Tallerico, Brian (February 28, 2014). Thomas is quirky. RogerEbert.com. Retrieved October 30, 2017. Harvey, Dennis (October 20, 2013). ^ Film 'Odd Thomas'. Series.
Retrieved October 30, 2017. DeFore, John (February 24, 2014). ^ Odd Thomas: Film Review. Hollywood reporter. Retrieved October 30, 2017. ^ Thomas odd. Mojo box office. Retrieved September 30, 2016. Link outside Odd Thomas at IMDb Odd Thomas at TCM Movie Database Odd Thomas at Metacritic Odd Thomas at Rotten Tomatoes Tomatoes from
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